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Hey everyone, welcome to another episode of legendary leaders. So have you had
someone cry at work? I don't know if you've ever experienced that I definitely have. And,
you know, I say that with a touch of humor, not because laugh, you know, crying at work is
funny. But for me the natural reaction when someone crosses I'm so surprised, because to
me businesses business and, you know, we inject emotion into business, we build
relationships, but for someone to cry related to a business situation, it just surprises me.
There's nothing wrong with it. I'm just always surprised, because I'm always in sort of that
logical, rational problem solving mode. And so when someone's crying, I'm like, well, crime
doesn't fix that bar with crying. So it takes me a second to be like, well, that isn't the
solution. And I'm like, oh, wait a minute. Hello. It's okay. You know, that's just how they
naturally react to an emotional situation. They are emotional, about whatever's
happening in the business. Right. So that's a fun fact about Katrina. If you cry at work, or
you cry while we're working together, it just surprises me. There's no judgment. There's no
you know, there's nothing wrong with it. It's just a surprise moment for me for about two
seconds. And I'm like, Okay, got it. Now I understand where you're coming from. But if
you've ever been in a scenario where someone cries, most of the time, most people not
just me, but most people are super surprised by the fact that someone is getting
emotionally upset. Now, if you are delivering a performance discussion, if you're
addressing poor behavior, if jobs are being eliminated, anything like that, we all expect
emotion in those situations, right? We expected 100%. But to sit in the meeting, and
simply be discussing the business and everything's okay. And someone busts out, you
know, they bust out with tears. They start crying. That's what I'm talking about when I'm
surprised, right. And so What I want you to think about is, how can you handle emotional
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outbursts at work? How can you handle that? Are you prepared for that either as a leader,
or as you grow your business, because remember, if you if it's only you right now in a
virtual assistant or only you, or it's only you and two or three other people, eventually, as
you move your business forward, you're going to layer on more people just use our
because your business is going to get bigger and more complex. It's just the natural
process of a business, right? And so as you layer on more people, the fact is that the more
people you have, the more likely it is that you're going to run into an emotional situation.
And you need to be ready to handle those conversations. You have to be the role model,
and you have to be able to navigate your way through that. So let's talk about that for a
second. So, if someone's crying, in any capacity, my advice to you is this first acknowledge
the fact that they're upset, okay, don't embarrass them. Don't call them out. Don't be a
jerk. Don't do that because crying is a vulnerable emotion.

 03:06

It just is.

 03:08

Some people cry when they're angry, I will tell you that if I'm in a business situation, and if
ever I cry in business, and it's been very rare, but if ever I do is because I'm so angry, that
that's the only emotion that I can let out safely. It's just tears. But some people in the
majority of people that cry, they are emotionally hurt and upset. And sometimes a lot of
times, they're crying because something else is happening in their life. And they're just
sitting there thinking about it, they're trying to focus on the meeting at hand. But
whatever in their personal life is happening, it's coming Top of Mind, and they just can't
hold it back any longer. And they they just start crying, right. And so be it one of those
situations where it has nothing to do with work and they're crying. Be as if they're angry,
be it that you've had a very serious but clear discussion with them about Their
performance or your terminating them, or jobs are being eliminated in your company,
whatever the case may be. You need to acknowledge the fact that they're upset in a very
respectful way. And so I recommend you acknowledge them in some fashion like this. Hey,
Mary, I can tell that you're upset. Why don't we take a few minutes to pause this
conversation? Let's give you some time. And then we'll come back together on it. Okay.
Now, if you're a large group of people, and the situation at hand, is is very casual, okay?
There's nothing that you would ever perceive that someone would be angry or hurt by,
then probably what's happening to Mary is a side situation is personal. And so you can
easily pull Mary aside, tell her to go ahead and step out of the meeting. She's welcome to
come back whenever she's ready. Not required. Take as much time as she needs To pull
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herself together, that's the best way to handle that. Okay? sensitive, supportive,
acknowledging, giving her the time because, especially if it has nothing to do with work
and you're in a large meeting, no one wants to be embarrassed, right. And by letting that
emotion out, she's probably a little embarrassed. So allow her to go ahead and remove
herself from the meeting, and not be so embarrassed. Empower her to do that. If you see
someone that is crying because they're angry, and you know you're in a heated discussion,
you can see that they're angry because of the heated discussion. Then again, the advice is
the same, because they're emotional about the discussion. So be it tears because they're
angry or tears because they're hurt or frustrated because of performance reviews that
you're giving them, or discipline or an elimination of a job. Whatever the emotion is
coming from work, then again, I would recommend that you in the conversation and you
need to say something like Mary I know The fact that you are upset about this discussion, I
respect that, I'm going to ask that we go ahead and separate. I'm going to give you about
10 minutes, let's take a 10 minute pause, only to collect yourself and get yourself back on
track. And then we'll come back and finish this conversation. Okay, the last thing that you
want to do if someone is angry or hurt over a situation, is to continue to just blindly move
forward so that you can finish it's selfish, number one, number two, whatever you're telling
them, they're not going to hear. They're so emotional at that point that they will not hear
you. So you've just wasted your time. Maybe you got to check the box, maybe you finished
the conversation and you got to move forward. But the conversation didn't achieve what
you wanted to achieve because they didn't hear you, which is wasteful. So don't continue
forward in a conversation that you know, is happening in generating emotion from
someone. That it that's that's the result. Have the conversation, the emotion is a direct
result of the conversation you're having about business or personal performance. Okay,
acknowledge the emotion, give them time to collect themselves, come back and finish the
discussion. Now, here's the other thing you have to finish the discussion.

 07:17

I have watched throughout my career, where people will will. At this point, it appears as
though they are pretending that they're upset in order to stop the conversation in the
discussion and be able to essentially get out of it, so to speak. Well, that's not the path you
want to go down, you're going to continue the discussion. You're simply being respectful,
and allowing them their human moment. And you're going to allow them to collect
themselves because you wouldn't want the same if you were in that situation. So you're
allowing them to do that and then you're going to finish the discussion at the point where
they can hear you and you can be heard and they can have dialogue back and you can
close the loop and in the discussion on the right foot. Okay, now, I'm talking about crying
because crying surprises me the Other thing that can happen though is someone gets
really angry, or they start yelling, or they, maybe they even throw things they start, you
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know, cussing you out, they get extremely angry. And that instance is the same thing. I
recognize the fact that you're you know that this conversation is getting you very angry.
It's very frustrating. I respect all those things. What I want you to do is we're going to take
10 minutes, I want you to collect yourself, I do want to hear what is frustrating you or
making you angry about this discussion. I respect your feelings. I want to understand what
they are. I'm going to give you some time to collect yourself so that you can convey those
in a way that I can hear them, right, because I don't want you to go down the path of
being disrespectful, right, we don't need to get on that pathway. So let's just pause let you
get back on track. And we'll come back together because I want to hear what you have to
say. Right? Okay. So that's my advice to you when emotion is happening through
discussions, or someone's bringing the personal life into work. Excuse them from the
conversation that immediate Allow them to come back. When you know whenever is
appropriate or whenever you establish the time for them to come back, then they can be
they can hear you. You can understand them, and it can be a productive discussion. All
right, seeing through that how can you apply that when you move forward and as always
go and be legendary
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